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About This Content

Hello everyone, we are happy to announce SCUM Supporter pack. This is a bundle of extra goodies for the people who want to
go another extra mile to support SCUM developers.

All items that you get are purely for visual purpose and do not affect game play in any impactful way. More items will be added
to the supporter pack as we progress through the Early Access period of SCUM. The SCUM Supporter Pack includes the

following digital items:

- Unique blue glowing BCU

- SCUM developer undershirt that have only people who have worked on SCUM.

- Exclusive skull tattoo. (Head, and left arm)

- Mini Game Design Document. So you can see how SCUM was made from the beginning.

- Templates for our orange and black t-shirts so you can print them out for yourself.

- Mystery prison pocket item. How to claim it? You'll figure it out.
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- Nice Watch (in-game watch)

UPDATE 2

- 2 inches in length

UPDATE 3

- Willy Warmer

UPDATE 4

- Whistling

This list will expand through time so stay tuned for more goodies!! Thank you everybody from the bottom of our hearts for all
your support.

-Gamepires Team
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Title: SCUM Supporter Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Gamepires, Croteam
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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it's a lot of fun and me and my friend play it a lot but we got our friend to buy to find out we couldnt play more then 2 people.
perfect russian simulator. A serius dissapointment, I felt like I was playing a facebook game the whole time, I dont know if it
gets better later in the game, but I lost interest before I got that far.
Nothing in this game was interesting or new.. One of the best DLC packs I've ever seen for a game. Awesome extra campaign
for Sleeping Dogs!. Graphics - 5/10 let's face it, it's a really old game but the clay shape have it's style.

Sound - 5/10 as far as music goes it's retro styled stuff... do I need to talk about sound effects? let's just not talk about them
please...

Gameplay - 8/10 I don't know if you played platypus 1, but this improved and fixed everything that was wrong with the first
one, for a game made so long ago you can tell the creator knew what he was doing...

Lenght - 4/10 all the lenght of the game is it's replay value, you can beat the game less than 2 hours.

CONCLUSION
This game is notorious for not working on many pc, if you get it to work and don't mind the graphics it's a pretty fun game to go
back to once in a while so here's my idea for you: Buy it for less than 1.50 euros with a discount rate.

IF it works on your computer, you can enjoy a random shooter that can be played locally with two friends (one with keyboard,
one with mouse and one with controller)

IF you either don't like it or it simply doesn't work, get a refund.

It's a win-win scenario so why don't you try getting this game?. I liked the graphics and the concept; its a turn based monster
battle with decent battle animations. I found this fun. I daresay after a while the combat part becomes grindy and there's not
much else to do with your critters once you've bought them (not even captured.)

This could have been a decent game. COULD.

Aside from needing more interesting additional content its another crappy facebook game remade for steam where you're left
with nothing to do after a short time - and its pay to win with an expensive paywall; by the time you've paid enough to set up, if
you're going to pay that much for a poorly limited amount of entertainment, you might as well pay for a more interesting full
game and still have change. I don't get these free to play games which charge more than better quality games entertainment for a
month's membership for currency for essential game play functions which won't last a day. I don't like supporting this kind of
stuff because it jeopardises real developers who develop real games.. I tried to like this game, I really did. Trying to enjoy the
atmosphere of the game was a challenge. Running everywhere trying to figure out where to go. But the one thing that killed the
game for me was the puzzles. The damn puzzles.

In any of the Penumbra or Amnesia games, which this game seems like its trying to be a spiritual successor, the puzzles in those
games were fair and solvable. Gave you a good amount of informtion & hints to solve them. Made you think and they were fun
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to solve, without taking you out of the atmosphere of the games.

However, in Doorways Holy Mountains of Flesh, the first few puzzles have very little information to very vague hints, breaking
you away from the excellent atmosphere of the game. Puzzles done wrong? This game is an excellent prime example of how you
do not program puzzles and supply little to no clues on how to solve them.

This is a Walkthrough kind of game. Which means you have to watch someones Lets Play. Skimming through someones video
just to see how its solved. Which makes you feel like you're cheating and that you're really stupid. Then you find out that when
they're trying to find the solution, they needed help or look it up themselves.

I cannot recommend a game that breaks you away from the atmosphere due to its unforgivable puzzles. The rest of the game
however is superb. But when it comes to the first Doorways game, it was a great game. Was scary, excellent atmosphere, and it
managed to grab the attention of the player with ease. This game provides puzzles that frustrate and breaks you away from what
the original game provided.

I will not say do not buy the game. If you like hard as nails puzzles, like in the old Silent Hill days, then this is your game. A
word of warning however, when you get stuck (and you will get stuck often), do not be ashamed to use a walkthrough. Because
this game alone literally frustrates you enough to look for one.. Very nice game , also addictived too :D
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Really touching and sweet story. Short, but it doesn't need to be long to touch your heart. Soundtrack and art is alright as well.
Highly recommended and since it's low price I'd say it's a must have.. This game is sooo good. I've always been a huge fan of the
Chicken Little franchise and I'm really excited that I own this game :). Very Interesting.. I'd like to play this. But the keyboard
control configuration is completely unusable for me, and only a very few of the bindings can be remapped. And the mouse
sensitivity is far too high.

I rummaged around the game installation folder looking for a file that might me remap the keys by altering the file but I found
nothing that worked.

For me, the game is unplayable as it is.. This is Flash game which should be free.

Boycott steam until they remove censorship which leads to 1984: https://steamcommunity.com/games/593110/announcements .
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